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James-
	I tried unsucessfully to post this to alt.guitar.tab.  
At least this way it ll get into the Nevada database.  Feel 
free to post it, since I haven t been able to figure out how
to do it!

Thanks, 
Brian Shelden
bshelden@sunlab.cit.cornell.edu

Hi all.  This is not in the usual range of songs on alt.guitar.tab,
but it s a really easy, yet pretty song, off _Listen Without Prejudice_.

I m not sure what the real name of the chords are, but I m sure I ll
get flamed/corrected! ;)

Chords used:
       +---------+
G      3 2 0 0 2 2
Gsus4  0 3 2 0 2 2
C      0 3 2 0 1 0
D      x x 0 2 3 2
       +---------+

-Brian Shelden
bshelden@sunlab.cit.cornell.edu



			  Waiting (Reprise)
			    George Michael

G
Well there ain t no point in moving on
      Gsus4                      
Until you ve got somewhere to go
        G
And the road that I have walked upon
     Gsus4
Well it filled my pockets
                  G
And emptied out my soul

Gsus4 G Gsus4 

G             
All those insecurities,
          Gsus4
That have held me down for so long,
      G        
Can t say I ve found a cure for these,
       Gsus4
But at least I know them, so they re not so strong,

    D
You look for your dreams in heaven,
             C                        
But what the hell are you supposed to do,
              G     
When they come true?

Gsus4 G Gsus4 

G                                         Gsus4
Well there s one year of my life in these songs,
                     G         Gsus4
And some of them are about you
      G                                    Gsus4
Now I know there s no way I can right those wrongs
            G
Believe me
                               Gsus4
I would not lie you ve hurt my pride



                               D
And I guess there s a road without you

But you once said 
          C
There s a way back for every man
            G Gsus4
So here I am
                              G
Don t people change, here I am
          Gsus4
Is it too late to try again
       G
Here I am


